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Complimentary flight, hotel accommodations, 
registration, meals and more provided 
throughout the event. Your out-of-pocket 
expenses are next to nothing.

Have in-depth, substantive engagements with 
the industry’s leading manufacturers and service 
providers and get peer perspectives on their 
offers and quality of service.

Immerse yourself in a broad cross-section of 
innovative products—it’s not just about home 
automation, AV and security, but also smart 
lighting and electrical systems; smart HVAC and 
IAQ; kitchen, bath and laundry tech; and smart 
water.

Increase your understanding of how to 
market and sell home tech to key homebuyer 
demographics.

Explore the opportunity, challenges and 
requirements for home technology, so you can 
make significant progress in your company’s 
tech strategy.

TecHome Builder 
is the 

#1 Builder 
Technology 
Resource!
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VIEW TECHOME 
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SEE HIVOL 
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TecHome Builder Summits help builders expand and refine 
their tech strategy while connecting them with the vendors 

they will need to succeed.

First time attendee and I left feeling like 
I now have a real understanding of tech and 
how it currently fits into our home building 
world. Also a good sense of how other builders 
are adopting tech and what tech is available. 
Educational aspect was top notch.
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Technology is transforming homebuilding! 
Today’s homebuyers are looking for new homes that  
are smarter, safer, more connected, greener, healthier  
and more entertaining. Builders that lean into tech  
will meet these expectations, create a strong strategy  
for execution and win the sale.

Platforms First 
The tech industry pleads guilty to coming at builders in pieces and 
parts, contributing to the confusion and fragmentation of home 
tech offers. A simple solution to this vexing long-term issue? 
Start with platforms to simplify and pare down merchandising 
choices and achieve great assurances of reliable connectivity and 
interoperability. In this session, we’ll help you understand how and 
when to leverage platform providers, not only for product mix, 
but for the process supports that lend in categories like marketing, 
installation/production and customer care.

The Quantum New Home! 
We all know how poorly new homes perform in the sales battle 
vs. used homes. More than half of homebuyers begin their search 
open to purchase of a new home, but only one in five make 
that choice. Unlike automobile manufacturers, builders are not 
incorporating technology aggressively enough to make the new 
home a quantum, and order of magnitude, better and cooler than 
used homes. In this session we’ll cover the four techniques builders 
can use to achieve the quantum difference.

EXPERT GENERAL SESSION CONTENT SUCH AS.. .

CONNECT WITH THE BIGGEST, BEST AND MOST 
PROGRESSIVE COMPANIES IN THE INDUSTRY!

CONTACT

Honing Your Home Tech Merchandising Strategy 
Historically, home technology has been an afterthought for 
builders. Packages are often thrown together mid-cycle, and the 
forethought required to maximize tech sales, to really leverage tech 
for sales lift and truly satisfy the homebuyer, is missing. A home tech 
merchandising plan fixes that. It gets builders thinking strategically 
in the unfamiliar turf of tech, gets that work done in time to leverage 
it in community marketing and ensure tech will be fully integrated 
in the options selection and purchasing processes. Developing a 
formal home tech merchandising plan is key to getting tech right for 
homebuyers and homebuilders! This session will share home tech 
merchandising process tools and insights from early adopter builders 
and show how they go about generating their product assortments 
and packaging.

Tech on the Horizon 
You really can’t take a year, or even a half year, off with tech. There’s 
always a new wave of technology, products and applications 
coming to market that you can use to delight your customers and 
further differentiate the homes you build. In this session, we’ll tackle 
developments with natural user interfaces, artificial intelligence, 
superfast fiber and 5G, cloud connectivity, advanced materials and 
more. We’ll give special consideration to healthy home tech, which 
could be the next wave of hit home technology, following behind the 
smart home security boom. Experts will provide you the skinny on 
the latest tech, so you can fatten up your tech standards and options 
and boost the appeal of your homes.
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And more!

I really appreciated the prescheduled 
time slots to have focus from both the 
vendors and us as invitees. The entire 
event was well organized and easy to 
follow. The venue and accommodations 
were top notch.
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